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Mathieu Boumal has written for The Daily Mash (UK), Le Gorafi (FR), The Hard Times (US),

and other online publications. He was hired to work on a comedy pilot for French television and

performs stand-up comedy.Are you a creator, a writer, an influencer, or just someone who

needs to add humor to whatever they're doing?Humor sells. This short humor guide is geared

towards creators of all types, as well as content writers and copywriters. It will help you add

humor to your content in order to attract a bigger audience and more clients, or simply to have

more fun.Throughout his years of writing thousands of jokes in different formats, Mathieu

learned methods from people funnier than him and acquired his own, highly facilitating the

production of quality humor.You can find him on Instagram, TikTok, YouTube, and Substack. He

also launched Bonus Comedy, an agency that offers comedy content services to creators and

entrepreneurs.Ready to make your content funnier?

Imagine a future where a virus wipes out all humans except those with Attention Deficit

Disorder. That's just one of 35 future scenarios that Rob Kutner invents and explores in The

Future According to Me.This compilation is brimming with ironic, absurd, and downright bizarre

one-page descriptions of possible futures. Inside, readers will find immortal baby boomers

(forever with us and always playing '60s music), a new form of onanism that creates an

unplanned self-pregnancy crisis, and even intelligent zombies who scheme and plan. The short

sketches are reminiscent of futures that Kurt Vonnegut, or his character Kilgore Trout, might

have explored in depth. In some of Kutner's vignettes, our desires and wants, deeply pursued

by science, create fatuous or insufferable prospects. In others, we're given a glimpse into a

random person's life, such as a journal entry from the man who cleans up trash left by time

travelers. A testament to a deeply creative mind, The Future According to Me defies

categorization and will find a place among those who love pondering questions that begin:

“What if …?” --Paul DiamondAbout the AuthorRob Kutner is an American comedy writer. --This

text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Make Your Writing FunnierA Very Short Humor Guide: Part IBy Mathieu Boumal (The Daily

Mash, Le Gorafi)During my five years writing for various humor publications such as The Daily

Mash (UK) and Le Gorafi (FR), I’ve learned and absorbed a few simple methods that help

generate humor in different formats.One of the most important things to know, I believe, is to

aim for quantity rather than quality. You’ll often have to write ten jokes for one of them to be

decent. In a professional humor publication, massive rejection is the norm. It doesn’t

necessarily mean that 90% of the jokes are total crap, but it means those publications have a

high standard.Thankfully, you’re not working for one of those humor publications. Or if you are,

hello to you, but this e-book isn’t really for you. Beat it, buddy.Since you’re not working for one

of those, you don’t have to worry about getting fired for pitching an immensely immoral joke

that will expose you as the terrible human being that you are. That being said, it’s still important

to get feedback on your jokes, because otherwise it’s pretty much impossible to know whether

your stuff is good or not. I would suggest finding a mix of strangers and friends, and ideally

some comedy professionals as well (feel free to reach out to !).Oftentimes, some of my jokes

that I thought were brilliant encountered zero success during a feedback session, and some

jokes that I thought were mediocre ended up being very successful. We suck at judging our

own work.
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Client d'Ebook Tops, “Awesome book, highly recommended!. Very interesting and effective!

Really nice book. Easy and quick to read.Highly recommended for aspiring comedians and

Mexican goat herders!”

The book by Mathieu Boumal has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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